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The Role of Knowledge in
Next-generation Product
Development Systems
Information technology has played an increasingly important role in engineering pro
development. Its influence over the past decade has been accelerating and its imp
the coming decade will undoubtedly be immense. This paper surveys several res
areas relating to knowledge representation, capture and retrieval, which will hav
growing influence on product development. Each of these areas could, on its own, pr
sufficient material for an entire survey paper. Unlike traditional survey papers, this pa
does not attempt to provide a comprehensive review of a field of research from its i
tion to the present. Rather, this paper aims to touch on a representative selection of r
developments in these influential technical areas. The paper provides perspectives in
kinds of technologies that are emerging from rapidly expanding fields of research
discusses challenges that must be overcome to enable transition of these technolog
industry practice to support the next generation of product development software to
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1 Introduction and Context

Since its advent, computer-aided design and manufactu
~CAD/CAM! has had an immeasurable impact on product de
opment in engineering industry, and consequently on societ
well. As a result of their significance, CAD/CAM technologie
were identified by the National Academy of Engineering in 19
~the NAE’s 25th anniversary! as an outstanding engineerin
achievement over the preceding 25 years, and more recentl
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers as one of
greatest technologies of the 20th century. As these technologie
mature further, there is little doubt that their impact on prod
development will continue.

In the past, product development was often done within a sin
company by co-located design teams. In more recent years,
has been a shift in product development paradigms. The comp
ity of modern products means that a single designer or de
team can no longer manage the complete product developm
effort. Developing products without sufficient expertise in a bro
set of disciplines can result in extended product developm
cycles, higher development costs, and quality problems. Pro
development is being more often done collaboratively, by g
graphically and temporally distributed design teams. There
high level of outsourcing, not only of manufacturing but also
actual product development efforts. Product development ac
companies, and even within a single company, is often d
within a heterogeneous software tool environment. The Inte
and intranets are supplanting paper and telephones as a mea
exchanging product development information.

Designers are no longer merely exchanging geometric data
more general knowledge about design and the product deve
ment process, including specifications, design rules, constra
and rationale. Furthermore, this exchange of knowledge o
crosses corporate boundaries. As the complexity of products
creases and product development becomes more distributed,
software tools will begin to cover a broader spectrum of prod
development activities than do the traditional mechanical C
systems. As design becomes increasingly knowledge-inten
and collaborative, the need for computational frameworks to

Contributed by the Information Science Tech. Committee for publication in
JOURNAL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING. Manu-
script received Sept. 2000; revised manuscript received Nov. 2000. Associate E
S. Urban.
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able engineering product development, by effectively support
the formal representation, capture, retrieval and reuse of pro
knowledge, becomes more critical.

The vision held by some for future product development to
is that of a monolithic software system. In this vision, the prod
development process will be supported by a single integrated
plication suite. Such a tool would attempt to address the need
the new product development paradigm, allowing teams that
potentially distributed geographically or across corporate bou
aries to access tools and data at different phases of product d
opment in order to produce a product. This vision, though not
uncommon one, has a number of drawbacks associated with
general, since a monolithic system is intended to be as comple
solution as possible, less emphasis is put on interoperability w
other systems. As a result, distributed product development eff
must often standardize on a single vendor’s tool suite in orde
effectively exchange information. Because the cost of monolit
systems tends to be high, there is a barrier to collaboration w
potential partners who use different tools. Furthermore, the h
cost can completely price out many of the small and medi
sized businesses that form a large segment of the industry c
munity. And lastly, a monolithic system does not allow users
pick and choose among different tools to customize a set that
best suit their needs.

In our view, the ideal next-generation systems for product
velopment will be those with which individual companies
teams involved in given product development activities can c
laborate using a heterogeneous set of software tools, and
meaningfully exchange information and pass knowledge betw
various phases in the process. Assuming the interoperability
rier can be overcome, this vision avoids several of the disadv
tages associated with a monolithic system. Companies would
be required to standardize on the same software platform in o
to collaborate on product development. Smaller companies u
individual software tools due to limited resources would still
able to play a role in a larger company’s supply chain. Larg
companies would be able to assemble what they consider to b
best suite of tools from a selection of existing software produ
~possibly from competing vendors!, and would be able to migrate
more easily to new tools, although some effort would still
involved in doing so.

The engineering infrastructure of the future will be one that
distributed and collaborative, and one that allows designers,
cess planners, manufacturers, clients, and other related do
personnel to effectively communicate and exchange knowle

he

ditor
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using a global information network. Figure 1 shows a high-lev
view of next-generation product development. The activitie1

shown at the top of the figure may be performed by one or m
software applications, used by one or more development partn
The designers may be using heterogeneous systems, data
tures, or information models, whose form and content may no
the same for all participants across all disciplines.

An extensive body of product development knowledge w
be created and will evolve via interactions with various softwa
applications. This knowledge will be stored in databases t
will provide access to the evolving design knowledge at multip
levels of abstraction. Evolving product knowledge will be au
mented by knowledge stored in design repositories, archive
corporate knowledge created to allow knowledge reuse in sup
of subsequent product development efforts.2 Exchange of infor-
mation among applications and partners, and access to evolvin
archived knowledge will generally take place across some dist
uted communications architecture~e.g., web-based access or mo
general access via intranets or the Internet!. Appropriate mecha-
nisms are needed to realize the potential of this vision, be it
representing knowledge for effective exchange, formal capture
knowledge, or for allowing efficient retrieval of information t
support knowledge reuse.

To successfully implement a computer-based distributed pr
uct development environment, requirements in four areas mus
addressed:~1! software applications, to support product develo
ment activities,~2! standards, to support exchange of informati
among applications,~3! information technology~IT! infrastruc-
ture, on which the distributed environment will be built and w
operate, and~4! organization, to address the changes in now pro
uct development is being done from the human perspective.

Technologies related to various product development activi
and specific applications are among the topics of discussion
other papers appearing in this journal issue. A discussion of s
cific standards required to support interoperability and data
change, both among CAD tools and between CAD tools and s
ware tools used during other design activities can be found in@2#.
Organizational issues, although less technical than the other a

1
The activities shown are intended to be representative, not comprehensiv

more complete list of activities has been developed as part of the SIMA~Systems
Integration for Manufacturing Applications! Reference Architecture developed a
NIST @1#.

2In the figure, the presence of single databases representing evolving know
and for archived knowledge is for illustrative purposes and should not be ta
literally. In reality, knowledge may be distributed among multiple sources, not al
which may be accessible to all software applications or to all development partn

Fig. 1 High-level view of distributed product development
4 Õ Vol. 1, MARCH 2001
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listed above, are no less important. They are, however, outside
scope of this paper and are not discussed to any extent. The f
of this paper is primarily on the third of the areas mentioned—
information technology infrastructure. Specifically, this paper a
dresses the need for the integration of knowledge into this in
structure, in order to enable a new generation of product deve
ment software tools that will better support the directions in wh
engineering industry is moving. This scope comprises, of cou
only one portion of the overall IT infrastructure. Advances
the areas such as Internet-based communication architec
and general database technologies are also critical aspec
enabling the next generation of distributed product developm
environments.

The remainder of this paper focuses on the two sources
knowledge shown in Fig. 1: the evolving product knowledge ba
and the product knowledge archive. Section 2 addresses the
of evolving product knowledge, providing discussions of know
edge representations and design rationale. Section 3 focuse
product knowledge archives, providing insights into technolog
for capture, storage, and retrieval of knowledge to support kno
edge reuse in product development. The paper provides pers
tives into the kinds of technologies that are emerging from a r
idly expanding field of research. Section 4 reviews seve
challenges discussed in the paper that must be overcome to e
transition of these technologies into industry practice to supp
the next generation of product development software tools.

2 Evolving Product Knowledge

2.1 Product Knowledge Representation. As product de-
velopment in industry changes, so too do the kinds of interacti
among partners. In the past, interactions among supply ch
were often limited to exchange of geometric CAD files with com
panies that supplied manufactured parts. In today’s environm
the supply chain serves as more than a means to outsource m
facturing. Companies are outsourcing a greater portion of
product development process, often providing not detailed ge
etry to suppliers but requirements, specifications, interface de
tions and constraints, leaving actual design activities to the lo
tier suppliers.

While the current generation of product development softw
tools has provided extensive benefits among traditional prod
development processes, they do not adequately support the n
of industry’s new paradigm described in the introduction. C
rently, engineersare succeeding in exchanging information acro
distributed design teams and corporate boundaries earlier, an
using information to a greater extent. But because existing s
ware tools do not capture a broad spectrum of product deve
ment information, these exchanges occur informally~face-to-face
across a table, by phone, by paper!. It is a lack of formal repre-
sentations for product development information that creates a
nificant barrier to its effective capture and exchange. Such re
sentations have begun to emerge in various research efforts
have yet to transition into commercial software systems. Indu
has expressed a desire for standardization in anticipation of
capabilities within CAD systems, rather than in reaction to the
capabilities after their commercial implementation. Industry ne
include a more comprehensive representation of product kno
edge than provided by existing representations, including conc
such as function, behavior, and others@3#.

The use of function has long-since been recognized as an
portant part of the design process. Formalization of approache
representing and reasoning about function, and using this kno
edge to drive design, are in comparison relatively new in
engineering field. Much of the early research in the area func
representation was performed by research in the field of artifi
intelligence~AI !. Even definitions of function have varied, ind
cating that the concept is a complex one. Function is often ch
acterized in the literature as a relation between the input and
put of energy, material, and information. Pahl and Beitz retain t
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t
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characterization but generalize the concept, defining function
an abstract formulation of a task, independent of any partic
solution @4#. In the AI field, definitions of function have often
involved the concept of behavior~e.g.,@5–11# and others!.

The variety in definitions of function has led to a variety of us
and representations of function. Baxter et al. distinguish two ty
of representations: models based on inputs and outputs of fl
and syntactic languages@12#. The first type generally follows the
Pahl and Beitz paradigm of the flow of materials, energy, a
signals through a hierarchy of functions. In some cases, func
is mapped closely to physical elements in a system@13,14#. Other
approaches view the functional description of a system as b
described by an abstract functional decomposition that may,
need not, have a direct mapping onto an isomorphic physical
composition of assemblies and subassemblies@8,12,15,16#.

Syntactic languages describe a design artifact using a gr
matical approach where a grammar is used to capture informa
about function. In general, these grammars consist of comb
tions of verbs~functions! and nouns~parts of a design artifact, o
flows! such as ‘‘transmit linear motion’’ or ‘‘create lateral mo
tion’’ @15,17–20#. Approaches such as these can capture the
sence of the function of a given artifact. However, they do
fully address the needs of a formal representation of function
cause they lack formal information models that capture one
more other types of information relevant to function. Examples
such information include the explicit mappings between the fu
tion domain and the physical domain, in the form of links betwe
functions and flows, as well as links between flows and th
sources and destinations.

The engineering design community has been developing
classes of tools to support knowledge-based design, product
management~PDM!, and concurrent engineering. When co
trasted with traditional CAD tools, these new systems are mak
progress toward the next generation of engineering design sup
tools. However, these systems often focus primarily on datab
related issues and do not place a primary emphasis on informa
models for artifact representation~e.g., @21–24#!. Furthermore,
although these systems can represent some kinds of
geometric knowledge such as information about manufactu
process or bills of materials, representation of the artifact itse
still generally limited to geometry. The lack of a formal produ
representation that includes function, behavior, and structure
been identified as a shortcoming of existing PDM systems@25#.
Research toward the development of more general artifact mo
ing representations has resulted in a significant body of wo
Several of these efforts have focused on representation for
that provide a high level division into form, function, behavio
The division of design artifact knowledge into these catego
has its roots in earlier work in intelligent design system devel
ment such as@26–29#. Work done in the design and engineerin
community includes@7,8,12,30–33# and others.

More recent efforts have focused specifically on the goal
developing of a generic representation of product knowledge
includes other kinds of product knowledge beyond form, functi
and behavior, in order to support a broader level of informat
exchange and software tool interoperability@34#. Figure 2 shows
some of the kinds of knowledge that might be part of such
representational infrastructure. In the figure, boxes within bo
denote compositional relationships: an artifact is composed
subartifacts and has functions, form, behaviors; form is compo
of a combination of geometry and material knowledge, etc.3

One of the benefits of this kind of representation is that it s
ports design at earlier stages of the product development pro
by allowing designers to maintain a representation of a produc
multiple levels of abstraction simultaneously. For instance, suc

3
Other types of knowledge, such as configuration/version information, and

links that capture connections between the various knowledge entities that app
the figure, are not explicitly shown but are expected to be part of a comprehe
product representation.
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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representation allows a function structure to be defined before
artifacts are created, or allows an artifact to exist in the absenc
any specified geometry. Such a representation provides sup
for multiple levels of abstraction by allowing not only models
physical entities, but representation of concepts that are abs
tions of physical entities. A representation like that shown in F
2 also enables the decomposition of functions into subfuncti
and the decomposition of artifacts into subartifacts. This supp
multiple levels of abstractions in a different but equally importa
sense—that of allowing users to simultaneously represent a p
uct at multiple levels of detail. So, for example, at one leve
pump can be a single entity with its functions, but at another le
it is represented as a collection of subartifacts~such as a motor!,
each having its own functions, and eventually each having its o
form. Each subartifact can, in turn, be modeled as a single en
at one level, and as a collection of components at another. S
porting conceptual abstractions as well as multiple levels of
straction will allow the development of tools that can be us
starting at early stages of design rather than detailed design w
most of today’s tools are used.

2.2 Design Rationale. Along with capturing a more com-
prehensive representation of artifacts in an evolving knowle
base, there is also a need to capture design rationale. Desig
tionale encompasses the broader context surrounding the pro
development process, including information about decisions, w
they have been made, as well as relationships or dependencie
may either link decisions to part of the product representation~a
function, artifact, etc.!, or to other decisions. Because indust
now frequently develops products using teams of individuals t
are spread across corporate boundaries, capturing design rati
is an important issue in supporting an evolving product kno
edge base.

the
ar in
sive

Fig. 2 Product knowledge representation
MARCH 2001, Vol. 1 Õ 5
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Documenting rationale or intent allows knowledge to flow ev
when there are corporate, geographic or temporal boundaries
inhibit person-to-person communication of information. More im
portantly, rationale capture can make explicit the fact that de
sions were made, and why they were made, when that knowle
might otherwise be lost or available only to some of the peo
who are contributing to a product development effort. A decis
can be influenced by prior decisions, and if properly captured,
also impact future decisions concerning the same product or
sequent ones. Thus, design rationale capture can reduce the
and/or cost associated with downstream efforts needed to res
conflicts, or solve problems resulting from an inadequate und
standing of interactions among design decisions.4 Capturing de-
sign rationale has been a research topic for several decades.
comprehensive reviews of design rationale work can be foun
@35,36#.

Representing design rationale requires that one explicitly do
ment the reasoning and argumentation in design@37#. There are
two fundamental and complementary, representations of de
rationale. First is the notion of design rationale as the recordin
the design intent of an artifact. For example, in traditional m
chanical design, rationale might include a functional descripti
geometric or assembly constraints and performance criteria~such
as captured with one or more of the Product Knowledge Re
sentation schema noted in Section 2.1!. The second view is of
design rationale as a record of the design process, the comm
cations among agents, the decision-making that occurs, as we
the decision-making process. This view of rationale has been
ten studied in the software design and computer-supported
laborative work communities, where one goal is to support or
nizational intelligence and group decision making.

Recent work toward understanding the design process has
vided a set of prototypes that show how to integrate design ra
nale with other design support tools such as CAD/CAM and C
@38#. The majority of design rationale approaches fall into tw
categories:process-orientedand feature-oriented. For design in
fields with a high degree of standardization, afeature-oriented
approach to design rationale can describe a set of constraints
procedures that create the design; in more dynamic domain
process-orienteddesign rationale provides a historical represen
tion of the artifact@39,40#.

Most design rationale systems aim to let designers explore
sign alternatives within a certain knowledge representation fra
work. Based on a representational schema for design rationa
the domain of interest, the decisions and reasoning are eithe
corded by designers themselves~manually entered data, store
documents, etc.! or are captured by an agent that monitors t
design process and attempts to extract information automatic
from sources such as electronic mail, archived design meeting
designers’ notebooks. Representation impacts the methods
can be used for capturing and retrieving design rational, so
choice of an appropriate representation is an important one.

In the literature, representations fall primarily into two categ
ries:argumentation-basedrepresentations ordescriptiverepresen-
tations. Argumentation-based techniques employ a semi-for
graphical format for laying out the structure of arguments wh
labeled nodes and edges connect design issues and relation
@40,41#. In argumentation-based systems, designers can main
consistency in decision-making, keep track of decisions, and c
municate with one another about design reasoning. Descrip
approaches record the history of design activities, workflow,
communication between designers. More specifically, they rec
what decision are made by designers, as well as when, by wh

4The preceding discussion provides a strong motivation for including design
tionale in an evolving product knowledge base. Although the topic of design ra
nale is not revisited in Section 3 of the paper, it should be noted that design ratio
is as important for product knowledge archives as it is for evolving knowledge
design rationale is captured as part of an evolving knowledge base, that rati
should transition into a product knowledge archive along with the rest of the kno
edge about the product.
6 Õ Vol. 1, MARCH 2001
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and why they are made. This approach is used in dynamic de
domains where there may be little or no standardization of so
tions. Descriptive approaches emphasize minimizing the intrus
to the designers by making design rationale capture as transp
as possible.

Usually, design rationale capture consists of two steps:knowl-
edge recordingand design rationale construction. A generic ar-
chitecture for a design rationale system is shown in Fig. 3. T
first step is to record as much information as possible during
design process. The second step is to organize the ratio
knowledge based on the representation schema and constrai
the design domain, and store this information in a knowled
base. The recording and construction processes have been im
mented in design rationale systems as both by automatic cap
and via user intervention~i.e., requiring designers themselves
input or record the design discussions, decisions, and reason!.
However, user intervention-based design rationale capture has
only with limited success, as designers are typically very reluct
to spend time on annotating their designs with rationale.

Some preliminary work has been done on developing au
mated design rationale capture tools. Garcia and Howard@42#
focus on parametric design, incorporating a model of the des
process in the HVAC~Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning!
domain. Ganeshan et al.@43# generate design rationale by using
transformational approach. Quereshi et al.@44# emphasize the de
velopment of a detailed product and process model in the elec
mechanical design area. Myers et al.@45# focus mainly on the
detailed design stage, in particular re-design. Their system is b
over a commercial CAD tool~Bentley’s Microstation955!.

The interactions between various participants—often having
verse and/or opposing views—in a large-scale engineering pro
produces different types of conflicts. The use of design ration
to mitigate such conflicts is addressed by Klein’s Design Ra
ra-

tio-
nale
. If
nale
wl-

5Commercial software systems, many of which are registered or trademarked
identified in order to provide implementational information. In no case is such id
tification a recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Stand
and Technology, nor does it imply that the tools identified are necessarily the
available for the given purpose.

Fig. 3 Generic design rationale system architecture
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nale Capture System@46# and Pen˜a-Mora’s SHARED-DRIMS
@47#. Nexprise’s commercial ipTeam™ system@48# provides a
module called ConsensusBuilder™, which aids in design ration
capture during a collaborative design session.

3 Product Knowledge Archives

3.1 Knowledge Storage. Recently, commercial databas
system developers as well as academic and industry resear
have been investing in research for management of large m
media databases@49,50#. This includes National Science Found
tion Digital Libraries initiatives~DL-I and DL-II! @51# as well as
commercial systems@52–54#. The commercial database vendo
all have advanced architectures that include domain-specific
ers built on top of a standard relational or object-oriented da
base. Some recent efforts from both academia and industry
studied how to intelligently handle engineering design d
@53,55#.

Most of the approaches toward database storage of CAD m
els parallel techniques for other multimedia applications. For
ample, a common approach is to take the CAD model~a solid
model or surface model! represented in some neutral format~such
as IGES@56# or ISO 10303, Standard for the Exchange of Prod
model data, commonly referred to as STEP@57#! and create a
pictorial image or volume/voxel representation with which mod
indexing and retrieval is performed. These approaches do not
sider information pertaining to manufacturing or design featur
tolerances, or design knowledge that might be present in the
porate database, nor do they seem to be suitable for CAD as
blies, where inter-part relationships and models of function a
behavior are much more important than gross shape propertie
related survey on geometric databases can be found in@58#. Spe-
cific to knowledge-based storage and retrieval of CAD data, Ha
wick et al. @59# have merged databases with the Internet a
STEP-based engineering standards. Over the last five years
and his colleagues have initiated the National Design Reposi
@60,61#, the largest publicly accessible collection of online en
neering designs and related engineering data.

The nature of large-scale engineering knowledge bases req
research and evaluation of complexity management technique
efficient management of the complex and extensive sets of
elements associated with them. Computational operations on
metric information such as solid models are floating-point a
memory intensive. Furthermore, many existing knowledge-ba
systems require time consuming intervention by people to in
the necessary information. For large manufacturing companie
today’s industry, in-house centralized knowledge bases of de
and manufacturing data would require terabytes of memory s
age and consist of millions of individual components and relati
ships. As a result, the need for algorithms that operate on
information to perform traditional database tasks such as ind
ing, matching, and retrieval, presents significant challenges to
research community.

Another emerging area of research is that of digital librari
Part libraries and catalogs have been an area of active study
development by the standards community@57,62# and internal to
organizations using product data management tools and datab
The emphasis in these efforts is often on the development of s
mata for representing catalog information rather than on prod
development knowledge. Although a significant portion of co
ponents used in products are obtained from standard part cat
rather than designed in-house, the kinds of knowledge that fa
tate the process of integrating these parts into the context of
greater whole generally go beyond what is available in traditio
catalog data. Merely providing access to schematics and C
models is often inadequate for this purpose.

Some of industry’s needs that are not satisfied by electronic
catalogs or traditional geometry-oriented corporate design d
bases are being addressed by the emerging research area of
repositories—repositories of heterogeneous knowledge and
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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that are designed to support representation, capture, sharing
reuse of corporate design knowledge. It should be noted tha
though the termdesign repositorieshas not yet found its way into
daily usage in industry, many companies are migrating from
ditional design databases to what would be considered desig
positories as characterized in this paper. Although design rep
tories can in general terms be thought of as design databases—
indeed will most often be implemented using database man
ment systems—design repositories are distinguished from tr
tional design databases in several significant ways:

• Design repositories attempt to capture a more comprehen
product representation that traditional CAD databases, includ
the kinds of knowledge discussed previously~i.e., function, be-
havior, rationale, etc.!. It should be noted, however, that a repr
sentation that fully encompasses every aspect of a design m
simply not be possible.

• Design databases typically contain images~drawings!, CAD
models, and unstructured text~documentation!. Design reposito-
ries tend to be more heterogeneous and may contain formal s
mata and data structures, structured text, mathematical simula
models, animations, video, and other types of information.

• Design databases tend to be static sources of informa
~though their contents may grow with time!. While they are used
for storage and retrieval of design data, capabilities for suppor
the design process are not traditionally built into these syste
Such capabilities might include search for components/assem
that satisfy required functions, explicit representation of physi
and functional decompositions and the mappings between th
~partially! automated reasoning about a design, and more. S
design databases have not been designed specifically for t
purposes, they are limited in their ability to meet needs for des
of large-scale engineering systems.

The NIST Design Repository Project is an ongoing project
the National Institute of Standards and Technology that invol
research toward providing a technical foundation for the crea
of design repositories@33#. The infrastructure being develope
consists of formal representations for design artifact knowled
and web-based interfaces for creating design repositories. De
repositories of the future will also provide not only an expand
representation of product knowledge and data, but also m
ematical models that can be used to support virtual prototyp
and evaluation via composable simulation of product behavior
performance. Given a simulation model and a method for defin
generic interfaces for creating and integrating multiple models
this kind, complex systems could be simulated virtually rath
than physically prototyped, allowing evaluation of many mo
design alternatives at early stages of product development.

Work in the latter area has been done as part of several pro
including the Model-Based Support of Distributed Collaborati
Design ~previously How Things Work! project at the Stanford
University Knowledge Systems Laboratory@10,63#, the Active
Catalog project at the University of Southern California Inform
tion Sciences Institute@64#, and the Composable Simulatio
Project at Carnegie Mellon University@65#. Significant challenges
remain in the successful integration of recent and future advan
in knowledge representation, database technology, and com
able simulation. Novel interfaces for browsing and authori
these complex product knowledge bases are also needed to
the objectives embodied in the design repository concept.

3.2 Knowledge Retrieval. If we assume the existence o
repositories of archived product knowledge, there are two fac
to the problem of knowledge retrieval. The first is facilitatin
access to stored knowledge through the use of formal knowle
representations~discussed in Section 2.1!, indexing techniques,
and the issue of the role of standardized language and term
ogy. The second aspect of the problem is that of the actual me
nisms for retrieving the desired knowledge from a repository.

The need for standardized terminology in product developm
MARCH 2001, Vol. 1 Õ 7
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software tools is often overlooked in the literature; however, i
an issue of critical importance for a number of reasons. The
reason is to reduce ambiguity at the modeling level. Ambiguit
can occur when multiple terms are used to mean the same th
or when the same term is used with multiple meanings. The
tillation of a large body of terms into concise taxonomies does
eliminate this problem entirely, but it significantly lessens its o
currence. A related issue is that of uniqueness, not at the lev
individual terms as with synonyms, but at the concept level. T
larger the number of terms there are in a vocabulary, the m
ways there are to model or describe a given concept. This m
processing of information that has been represented more diffi
whether it be a human trying to interpret information modeled
somebody else, or algorithms developed for function-based
soning or design automation. In practice, it is impossible to hav
vocabulary that allows all concepts to be modeled, in only o
unique way, because it is the flexibility required for representat
of a broad set of concepts that results in multiple ways of expr
ing the same concept. However, to whatever extent unique
problems at the concept level can be reduced, interpreting in
mation that is represented can be made easier. A third reaso
developing a standardized terminology is that it increases the
formity of information within function models. This will facilitate
the exchange of function information among distributed resea
ers and developers, and will greatly simplify the task of index
and retrieval of information for the purposes of function-bas
searches and query capabilities. Despite a large body of wor
the area of ontologies, only a handful of efforts have focus
specifically on domains related to design and product deve
ment. A more comprehensive discussion relating to ontologies
engineering is presented in@66#, and is therefore not provided in
this paper.

An area of research that is more directly relevant to the issu
retrieval of product knowledge from comprehensive knowled
repositories is that of case-based design and case-based reas
In the context of this body of work, the repositories of corpora
product knowledge would serve as case bases. Figure 4 illust
a set of components that comprise a case-based reasoning sy
Common components of such systems include a retriever for
trieving previous cases, a storer for storing new or modified ca
an evaluator for ranking retrieved cases, and a modifier for ad
ing a retrieved case. Other possible components include a jus
for simulating or rationalizing a modified solution, a learner f
learning general solution strategies, and a debugger for deter
ing causes of failed attempts at solutions.

In the research community, case-based reasoning research
erally focuses on automating the synthesis of new solutions b
on previous ones. In practice, there may not always be an in
or even an ability, to use archived product knowledge to gene
new design solutions automatically. Nevertheless, whether

Fig. 4 Case-based reasoning system
8 Õ Vol. 1, MARCH 2001
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goal is automated synthesis or computer-supported designer
thesis, the basic need to retrieve and reuse knowledge in su
quent design activities remains the same. From this perspec
the common requirements are to take as input some articulatio
a target design or specification, to retrieve previously-genera
knowledge according to some measure of similarity, and to ev
ate multiple potential matches to determine which most clos
meets the specification.

Prior work in the area of case-based reasoning has resulted
foundation of structures, algorithms, and techniques for reaso
about and adapting archived knowledge~e.g., @67–72# and oth-
ers!. Engineering design and manufacturing have been area
considerable interest among researchers in this field. CADET@73#
and its descendent projects focused on conceptual design, so
problems by the use of relationships that capture function, st
ture, and behavior contained in the system’s knowledge b
Case retrieval is performed using variations of graph match
and is supported at varying degrees of abstraction. A framew
for a case-based reasoning system using CADET as a case
is provided in@74#. KRITIK and its descendent INTERACTIVE
KRITIK @28# operate on design problems using a case-base
designs represented by symbolic component descriptions, the
lationships and behaviors. A central contribution of KRITIK wa
the formalization of a structure-behavior-function model for d
signs, where design cases can be indexed according to the
tions they deliver. Although KRITIK’s successor systems ha
extended many of the earlier concepts, the reasoning techni
are still primarily symbolic and have not been coupled with d
tailed engineering data. Other case-based reasoning tools in
neering domains include systems for assembly and assembly
ning @75,76#, architecture@77–79#, civil engineering@80,81#, the
application of the TOLTEC planner to manufacturing problem
@82#, the design of planar linkage assemblies@83#, and numerous
others.

Recent issues of IEEE Expert and Intelligent Systems have
phasized past accomplishments and current challenges in ex
ing AI and case-based reasoning to complex engineering prob
@84,85#. This series provides several observations, including~1!
that while there has been much research in knowledge-based
gineering systems, the integration of this research into exis
CAD tools has yet to really begin, and~2! that existing research
approaches still have great difficulty scaling to complex des
cases. In a survey of recent work on variant and case-based
sign, Fowler@86# notes that better abstract models are needed
mechanical artifacts so that function information can be stored
the CAD knowledge base. The implication of these observati
is that there is a disconnect between recent progress in engin
ing product representation and in case-based reasoning syste

4 Looking Forward
This paper surveys several research areas relating to the u

knowledge and its increasing impact on product development.
paper provides perspectives into the kinds of technologies tha
emerging from rapidly expanding fields of research, and discus
challenges that must be overcome to enable transition of th
technologies into industry practice, to support the next genera
of product development software tools. The advent of the Inter
is in the process of making collaborative design paradigms pe
sive. As companies under pressure to reduce costs and dev
ment times work to realize the design-anywhere manufactu
anywhere concept, a company’s ability to compete globally w
depend upon how well it can leverage existing knowled
sources. Mechanisms need to be developed for encoding, in
ing, retrieving, and using this knowledge. A research agenda
development of technologies to bring about this vision sho
address the following challenges:

Development of a comprehensive representation for prod
development knowledge. Several of the representational fram
works described in Section 2.1 include information that goes
Transactions of the ASME
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yond what is captured in traditional CAD tools, such as repres
tation of function, form, physical decomposition of an artifact in
subassemblies and components, and mappings between the p
cal domain and the function domain. Nevertheless, they all h
gaps in their representational ability. For instance, none yet
vide a detailed assembly model; information about the kinds
part matings, kinematic joints, and assembly constraints is
currently captured, nor is tolerance information~at either the part
level or the assembly level!. Although design rationale has bee
the subject of numerous research efforts, the explicit represe
tion of design rationale as part of a comprehensive product kno
edge representation is an issue that must still be addressed
also desirable to integrate a comprehensive product model w
more formal representation of behavior that will enable comp
able simulation for evaluation of a product as it evolves, as d
cussed briefly in Section 3.1.

Integration of traditional engineering software with knowledg
based applications. Among the numerous manufacturing resear
challenges recently identified by the National Research Cou
@87#, embedding knowledge into manufacturing systems is univ
sal to all the research agenda items identified. Efforts, such a
ISO 10303~STEP! standard have primarily focused on standa
izing the exchange of data. In this area, progress is being m
toward extending standards to address gaps in their cover
Various organizations and standards committees are develo
representations for data associated with assembly models, t
ances, and parametric information, among others.

Beyond the issue of engineeringdata, there is for need for
representations that capture various types ofknowledgeused in
knowledge-intensive engineering activities. Such representat
can lay a foundation for the creation of engineering ontolog
thus aiding in the development of testable knowledge excha
mechanisms where agents—both human and computer —ca
change specific design and manufacturing knowledge in a m
ingful way. Descriptions of progress in this area are discusse
@67#. Further work along these lines will facilitate the exchange
knowledge both among knowledge-based systems as well as
tween knowledge-based systems and traditional CAD syste
This research will also facilitate the integration of software app
cations that have not been explicitly designed to interoperate
one another.

Mechanisms for indexing, searching, and retrieving des
cases. To integrate retrieval and evaluation~and more generally
case-based reasoning! techniques with next-generation produ
development systems requires advances that specifically targe
nature of product development data and knowledge. CAD da
geometry-intensive and includes engineering data that are diffi
to give formal structure to, such as tolerances or design and m
facturing feature information. Additional product knowledge m
include textual descriptions, design rules, functional models,
other kinds of information.

Research efforts in the area of case representation are need
develop semantic structures that can be used to unite the geo
ric representations of solid modeling, formal representations
other kinds of product knowledge~function, behavior, etc.!, and
the dominantly symbolic representations used in case-based
soning and design systems. In addition to developing methods
are well suited to these different kinds of knowledge, index
schemes must be able to support some level of automation as
While knowledge resulting from the use of next-generation s
ware tools may be more comprehensive and more formally re
sented than the current generation of tools, there is a large bod
legacy data that currently exists which cannot be abandone
ignored.

To date, much of the research in the area of retrieval mec
nisms that go beyond traditional text-based techniques has
tered on retrieval of 2-D images and 3-D geometry. This has b
possible because the representations used for this subset of
neering data are relatively mature. Although there have been
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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forts that address retrieval for other types of engineering kno
edge ~several of which have been cited in this paper!, these
techniques will only find their way into widespread use if th
knowledge to which they are applied is consistently available
some pre-known format. This issue reinforces the need for c
sensus among product development software developers and
regarding the content and form for more comprehensive repre
tations of engineering knowledge.

Design rationale capture and conflict mitigation. The multiple,
often competing, perspectives of participants in a collabora
product development effort typically lead to many conflicts. The
conflicts, if not resolved early, create more costly designs, de
in the development process, and compromises in the final prod
Thus, a fundamental issue in collaborative engineering is con
mitigation. Conflicts often stem from a lack of information th
certain specialists have about other specialists’ objectives,
reasons for rejecting or accepting a given alternative~i.e., design
rationale!. On the other hand, if the design rationale of all parti
pants is made available to everyone, designers can become
whelmed with complex information. Thus, there is a press
need for systems that help designers capture, interpret, and e
utilize this data when required for conflict resolution.

Requirements for such a system include the ability to capt
and represent the evolution of design intent, knowledge about
artifact as it evolves through the product development proc
and relationships that may either link decisions to the product~an
artifact, a function, etc.! or to other decisions. A primary issue tha
must be addressed is how design rationale is to be acquired.
capture of design rationale should be as unobtrusive as poss
On the other hand, it is not clear that rationale capture can be f
automated so it is likely that some of the burden will fall on t
designers who must supply their rationale in order for it to
recorded. A more detailed discussion of the issues associated
conflict mitigation, negotiation support tools, and approaches
automating negotiation, are beyond the scope of this paper; h
ever, work is being undertaken in the research community to
dress these needs.

Technology transfer.Ultimately, in order for any of this work
to have an impact on the engineering industry, it must transit
out of the research community and into use by industry. There
three ways in which this technology diffusion can occur. Fir
industry engineers can read papers and/or books that describ
use of these technologies, and use that knowledge to improve
own design processes. Second, engineers in industry can de
product development software tools that incorporate advan
technologies such as those described in this paper. Finally, c
mercial CAD/CAM/CAE ~computer-aided design/manufacturin
engineering! software tool vendors can begin to incorporate the
technologies into their next-generation commercial offerings.

Ultimately, the greatest impact will result from diffusion int
commercial software systems, but this diffusion will not happ
without pressure from the user community in industry. A prec
sor to successful diffusion of technology is the gathering of fe
back and buy-in from both researchers and industry end-us
Computer-aided engineering technologies have had an enorm
impact in engineering industry, and consequently on society
well. Information technology continues to play an increasing r
in product development every day. As these technologies ma
in the coming years, they will enable capabilities that were
conceivable even a decade ago.
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